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Let D be a (v, k, *)-difference set in a group G. Assume that G has a normal
subgroup N such that GN is cyclic or nearly cyclic. Under the self-conjugacy
assumption on exp(GN), we shall give bounds on |N| and *. The theorem is applicable
to a wider variety of parameters for groups, not necessarily abelian. These bounds
exclude a (96, 20, 4)-difference set in Z4Z_Z8Z_Z3Z or Z2Z_Z2Z_Z8Z_
Z3Z, which were recently proved by Arasu et al. [1996, K. T. Arasu, J. A. Davis,
J. Jedwab, S. L. Ma, and R. L. McFarland, in ‘‘Exponent Bounds for a Family of
Abelian Difference Sets’’ (K. T. Arasu, J. F. Dillon, K. Harada, S. K. Sehgal, and
R. L. Solomon, Eds.), pp. 129143. DeGruyter Verlag, BerlinNew York].  1998
Academic Press
A k-subset D of an abelian group G of order v is called a (v, k, *)-
difference set of G if the list of xy&1(x, y # D) contains each nonidentity
element of G exactly * times. We call n :=k&* the order of D.
We write exp(G) for the exponent of G.
A prime p is called self-conjugate mod e, if there exists an i, such that
pi#&1 (mod e$), where e$ is the p-free part of e. If each prime divisor of
n is self-conjugate mod e, then we say n is self-conjugate mod e.
Let !t be a primitive tth root of unity and let [k] be the set
[0, 1, ..., k&1]. The cyclic group ZkZ and [k] are often identified
without explicitly mentioning it.
For any prime ideal ^ and any ideal R in a ring, we write &^(R)=i if
and only if ^i#R and ^i+1#3 R.
The following was used by Turyn in [7].
Lemma 1. Let ^ be a prime ideal of Z[!e] over a prime integer p.
If p is self-conjugate mod e, then ^= ^ holds, where  denotes the complex
conjugation.
* A part of this study was done while the third author was visiting Max-Planck-Institute
for Mathematics.
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In the group ring ZG, a subset S of G is identified with s # S s. Also,
s # S st is denoted by S (t). So D=d # D d, D(&1)=d # D d &1 and
G=g # G g. Then D is a (v, k, *)-difference set of G if and only if
DD(&1)=n } 1+*G
in ZG, where 1 is the identity element of G.
This is equivalent to
/(D) /(D)=n for all nontrivial characters / of G.
If we assume that n is a square, and is self-conjugate mod exp(G), then
the condition is equivalent to
1
- n
/(D)=u/ (1)
for all nontrivial characters / of G, where u/ is a root of unity. This follows
from Lemma 1 because &^(/(D))=&^(/(D)) for all prime ideal ^ in Z[!e]
over p, where e=exp(G).
Suppose that the cyclic decomposition of G is C1_C2_ } } } _Ct , where
Ci is isomorphic to Zui Z for i=1, 2, ..., t. Then the group ring ZG is
isomorphic to the ring
Z[x1 , x2 , ..., xt](xu11 &1, x
u2
2 &1, ..., x
ut
t &1).
In this ring, we can express the difference set D as
D=D(x1 , x2 , ..., xt)= :
ai # [ui]
da1a2 } } } at } x
a1
1 x
a2
2 } } } x
at
t
with da1 } } } at=0 or 1. Here, the condition (1) is equivalent to that
1
- n
D(‘:11 , ‘
:2
2 , ..., ‘
:t
t ) is a root of unity
for all (:1 , :2 , ..., :t) # G except (0, 0, ..., 0), where ‘i=!ui .
The following may be known, but for the convenience we include a
proof.
Lemma 2. If an abelian group G has a difference set whose order n is
self-conjugate mod exp(G), then n is a square.
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Proof. Let p be a prime divisor of n. If there is a prime q{ p, q | v, then
from Lemma 1, for any character / of order q of G,
&^(n)=2&^(/(D))
for any prime ideal ^ over p in Z[!q]. But since p is unramified in Z[!q],
&^(n)=&p(n).
Thus, &p(n) is even.
If there is no prime q which satisfies q | v, q{ p, then v is a prime power
pa. Let &p(n)=b. Since v>n, we have a>b. Then, since pa | *v=k2&n and
a>b, we have b=&p(k2)=2&p(k). So b is an even integer.
Since n is positive, n is a square.
Lemma 3 (Ma [5], Lemma 3.4, [1]). Let p be a prime, and G be an
abelian group with a cyclic p-Sylow subgroup. If z # Z[G] satisfies /(z)#0
mod pr for all nontrivial characters / of G, then there are x1 , x2 # Z[G] such
that
z= prx1+x2P,
where P is the subgroup of G of order p.
Furthermore, if z has nonnegative integer coefficients, then x1 and x2 can
be chosen to have nonnegative integer coefficients.
Lemma 4. Let K=Zu _Zw , where w is an odd integer, (u, w)=1, u>1.
Suppose that D # ZK satisfies the following conditions for some integer m:
(1) (1m) /(D) is a root of unity for all nontrivial characters / of K,
(2) (1m) /1(D)=\1 where /1 is a character of order uw, (3) (m, w)=1,
and (4) m is self-conjugate mod uw. Then
1
m
/(D)=\1
holds for any character / whose order is a multiple of u.
Proof. We can decompose
K$ZuZ_Zq1Z_Zq2Z_ } } } _Zqt Z,
with q1= p f11 , q2= p
f2
2 , ..., qt= p
ft
t are the distinct prime powers appeared in
the factorization of w. Then the group ring ZK is isomorphic to
Z[x, y1 , y2 , ..., yt](xu&1, yq11 &1, y
q2
2 &1, ..., y
qt
t &1).
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In this ring, we can express D as
D(x, y1 , y2 , ..., yt)= :
a # [u], bi # [qi]
dab1b2 } } } bt } x
ayb11 y
b2
2 } } } y
bt
t .
Here, condition (1) is equivalent to that (1m) D(’:, ‘;11 , ‘
;2
2 , ..., ‘
;t
t ) is
a root of unity for all (:, ;1 , ..., ;t) # [u]_[q1]_ } } } _[qt] except
(0, 0, ..., 0), where ’=!u , ‘i=!qi . Let
d(:, ;1 , ;2 , ..., ;r) :=D(’:, ‘;11 , ‘
;2
2 , ..., ‘
;t
t ).
Now, from (2), we have d(1, 1, ..., 1)=\m.
Fix :, ;2 , ..., ;t and move ;1 only. We use the notation
D (c) :=D(’:, c, ‘;22 , ..., ‘
;t
t ),
and
d (#) :=d(:, #, ;2 , ..., ;t).
We can write d (k)=muk for a root of unity uk for each k # [q1]. If
d (1)=\m, then we see uk=\1 for all invertible k # Zq1Z, because there
is a Galois automorphism of Q[’, ‘1 , ‘2 , ..., ‘t] over Q[’, ‘2 , ..., ‘t] which
sends ‘1 to ‘k1 and fix the others.
By taking the sum, we have
:
q1&1
k=0
d (k)= :
q1&1
k=0
muk=q1D (0),
because k ‘ jk1 is q1 or 0 according to j=0 or {0 mod q1 .
Now we divide the left hand side into two parts, that is, invertible k and
non invertible k, then
\m( p f11 & p
f1&1
1 )+ :
p
1
f
1
&1&1
k=0
mup1k= p
f1
1 D (0). (2)
If f1=1, then since p1 does not divide m, the above condition implies
p1 | (1u0).
Since u0 # Z[’, ‘2 , ..., ‘t], u0 is a root of unity of order dividing 2uq2 } } } qt ,
and hence any prime integer below the ideal (1u0) divides 2uq2 } } } qt if
u0 {\1. Since p1 {2, this implies u0=\1.
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If f1>1, then since ( p1 , m)=1, (2) implies that
\( p f11 & p
f1&1
1 )+ :
p
1
f1&1&1
k=0
up1k
must be divisible by p f1&11 . This implies
:
p
1
f
1
&1&1
k=0
up1k= p
f1&1
1 A
for some A # Z[’:, ‘;22 , ..., ‘
;t
t ]. If A=0, then (2) implies p
f1
1 | mp
f1&1
1 ,
leading to a contradiction. The product of all the Galois conjugates A_ of
A over Q is an integer, thus one of A_ satisfies |A_|1. Then
} :
p
1
f
1
&1&1
k=0
u_p1k }= p f1&11 |A_|p f1&11 .
Since |u_p1k |=1, this implies
u_0=u
_
p1
=u_2p1= } } } =u
_
( p
1
f&1&1) p1
,
and hence
u0=up1=u2p1= } } } =u( p1f&1&1) p1 .
From (2),
m[\( p f11 & p
f1&1
1 )+ p
f1&1
1 u0]= p
f1
1 D (0),
we see p f11 divides |\( p
f1
1 & p
f1&1
1 )+ p
f1&1
1 u0 |. Then, p1 | (1u0), and
u0=\1 as before.
We have proved that
d (1)=\m O d (k)=\m
for k=0, 1, ..., q1&1.
By d(1, 1, ..., 1)=\m, we see
d(1, ;1 , ;2 , ..., ;t)=\m
for any ;1 , ;2 , ..., ;t , inductively.
Since there is a Galois automorphism of Q(’, ‘1 , ..., ‘t) over Q(‘1 , ..., ‘t)
sending ’ to ’: for any ’: of order u, the above is true for any character
whose order is a multiple of u. The lemma is proved.
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Theorem 5. Let S be a (v, k, *)-difference set of order n=m2 in a
( possibly nonabelian) group G. Suppose that there exists a normal subgroup
H of G such that the residue group K=GH is a cyclic group of the form
Zpa _Zw , where w is an odd integer, (n, w)=1 and n is self-conjugate mod
|K|. Then
|H|m and *
m(m&1)
|H|&1
.
Proof. Let f : Z[G]  Z[K] be the ring homomorphism which is
induced by the surjection G  K. Let
D :=f (S)= :
s # S
f (s) := :
(i, j) # [ pa]_[w]=K
d ij } (i, j)
with dij # Z. Since
ZK$Z[x, y](x pa&1, yw&1),
we can express D as
D(x, y)= :
(i, j) # [ pa]_[w]
dijxiy j.
By taking the image of SS (&1)=m2+*G by f, we obtain
DD(&1)=m2+* |H| K.
Because of Lemma 1, (1m) /(D) is a root of unity, for all nontrivial
characters / of K, i.e., d(:, ;) is a root of unity for any (:, ;) in [ pa]_[w]
except (0, 0), where d(:, ;) :=D(’:, ‘;), ’ :=!pa and ‘ :=!w . We may
assume
d(1, 1)=\m
by translating S if necessary. From Lemma 4, we see
d(:, ;)=\m
for all (:, ;) in [ pa]_[w] such that (:, p)=1.
So if we consider the projection
g: ZK  Z[x, y](A(x), yw&1),
where A(x) is the cyclotomic polynomial of !pa , i.e., A(x)=x( p&1) p
a&1
+
x( p&2) pa&1+ } } } +x pa&1+1, then,
g(D(x, y)m)=0.
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This means, in ZK,
D(x, y)m is in the principal ideal (A(x)).
So the sum of monomials in D(x, y)m with no appearance of y is
:
: # [ pa]
d:0x:m=A(x)(x0+c1x+ } } } +cpa&1&1x p
a&1&1)
for some integers c0 , c1 , ..., cpa&1&1 . By comparing the coefficients of x0 and
x pa&1, we have
d00 m=dpa&10 ,
and hence
|d00&dpa&10 |=m.
On the other hand, since D is the image of S by f : G  K=GH,
0d:;|H|
holds for any (:, ;) in K. Since max(d00 , dpa&10)m,
|H|m.
Calculating the sum of the coefficients of H"[1] in SS &1 # ZG, we have
*( |H|&1)= :
(i, j) # [ pa]_[w]
d ij(dij&1)m(m&1).
Remark 6. Let G$(Z2Z)d_Z2d+2Z, then the order of G is
v=22d+2=2d+1(2d+2d&1+ } } } +21+2) and G has an elementary
abelian normal subgroup E of order 2d+1. Let H1 , H2 , ..., Hr be all the
hyperplanes of E, and put
GE= g1E+ g2 E+ } } } + gr+1 E,
where r=2d+1&1, then
H1 g1+H2 g2+ } } } +Hr gr
is a MacFarland’s (2d+12d+1, 2d (2d+1&1), 2d (2d&1))-difference set of
order n=22d in G (see [6]).
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In this case, there is a subgroup H$Z2dZ of E such that
GH$Z2d+2Z.
This shows the sharpness of the bound |H|m of the theorem.
Theorem 7. Let S be a (v, k, *)-difference set of order n=m2 in a group
G. Suppose that there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that
L=GN$Z2Z_ZpaZ_ZwZ,
where w is an odd integer, (n, w)=1, p is a prime and m is self-conjugate
mod exp(L). Then
(1) m2 |N|, and
(2) *(m2&2m)( |N|&1).
Corollary 8. There exists no (96, 20, 4)-difference set in abelian
groups (4)(8)(3) and (2)(2)(8)(3).
Proof of the corollary. Let N=Z2Z. Then from Theorem 7, we see
*8, since the conditions on self-conjugacy and multiplicity are satisfied
(easy to check). Now we have already excluded (96, 20, 4)-difference sets in
abelian groups (4)(8)(3) and (2)(2)(8)(3).
Remark 9. If N=Z2Z then m4. In particular, if m=4 then *8.
For m=4 and *8, there are only four possible parameters (see Jungnickel’s
table [2]). Actually, there exists (64, 28, 12)-difference sets of order 16, in
Z4Z_Z16Z and Z2Z_Z2Z_Z16Z, which satisfies all the conditions
in the theorem.
A (64, 28, 12)-difference set is called Hadamard type. The other
parameter (96, 20, 4) is of MacFarland type. Thus this theorem seems to be
applicable to various types of difference sets.
Proof of Theorem 7. From the assumptions, G has a normal subgroup
H of order 2 } |N|, such that
GH$Zpa _Zw .
So (1) follows from Theorem 5.
To prove (2), let D=l # GN dl l be the image of S in Z[GN]. Then,
from the definition of the difference sets, we see
:
l # GN
dl (dl&1)=*( |N|&1).
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Let GN$(x)_( y)_(z) where x, y, z has order 2, pa, w, respectively,
and let D(x, y, z)=GN d:;#x:y;z#. Then from the same argument of the
proof of Theorem 5, we obtain that D(\1, y, z) # Z[( y)_(z)] are \mu
plus a multiple of A( y), where u= yiz j for some i, j, and A( y) is the
cyclotomic polynomial of !pa . Then we can deduce (respectively on \1)
that the coefficient of yiz j is the same with that of yi+ pa&1z j, except for the
unique point (i, j) where these values differ by exactly m.
In the case x=1, on the unique point (i, j), if we consider the coefficients
rk , sk of y i+kp
a&1z j, xyi+kpa&1z j, for k # [ pa&1], respectively, then we see
(r0+s0)&(rk+sk)=\m for k # [ pa&1]"[0].
Similarly in the case x=&1, let (i $, j $) be the unique point, and tk , uk
be the coefficients of yi $+kpa&1z j $, xyi $+kpa&1z j $, for k # [ pa&1], respectively,
then (t0&u0)&(tk&uk)=\m for k # [ pa&1]"[0].
Let B+ :=[(i+kpa&1, j) | k # [ pa&1]], B& :=[(i $+kpa&1, j $) | k #
[ pa&1]] and B :=B+ _ B& .
We want to obtain the bound of * by using
*( |N|&1)= :
l # GN
dl (dl&1) :
l # B
dl (dl&1).
Let us consider the minimal value of l # B dl (d l&1).
Case 1. When j= j $, i#i $ mod pa&1.
If i $=i+hpa&1 then
r0+s0&(rk+sk)=\m,
rh&sh&(rh+k&sh+k)=\m
for all k # [ pa&1]"[0].
So the minimum value of l # B dl (dl&1) in this case is m(m&1). This
occurs when h=0, r0=m and the others are 0.
Note that if h{0 then since r0+s0&(rh+sh)=\m and
rh&sh&(r0&s0)=\m, we have l # B dl (d l&1)dl # [r0, s0, rh, sh] dl (dl&1)
m(m&1).
Case 2, When j{ j $ or ii $ mod pa&1.
In this case, since B+ & B&=,,
:
l # B
dl (dl&1)= :
l # B+
dl (dl&1)+ :
l # B&
dl (dl&1).
For B+ , since
r0+s0&(rk+sk)=\m
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for any k # [ pa&1]"[0], l # B+ dl (dl&1) attains its minimum when
r0=s0=m2 and the others are 0. Thus
:
l # B+
d l (dl&1)
m
2 \
m
2
&1+_2=12 m(m&1).
For B& , we have
t0&u0&(tk&uk)=\m
for any k # [ pa&1]"[0].
Note that minl # B& dl (dl&1)minl # [t0, u0, t1, u1] dl (dl&1)=
1
2m(m&2).
Then *( |N|&1) 12m(m&2)_2. This leads to (2).
Remark 10. More precisely, the minimum value of l # B& dl (dl&1)
occurs when u0=0, tk=0 for k # [ pa&1]"[0]. Let uk=: for
k # [ pa&1]"[0] and t0=m&:. Then
:
l # B&
d l(dl&1)=( p&1) :(:&1)+(m&:)(m&:&1).
We obtain that
M& :=min :
l # B&
d l (d l&1)
=min[( p&1) :(:&1)+(m&:)(m&:&1) | : # [m]"[0]].
When we put
M :=min {m(m&1), M&+m(m&2)2 = ,
we have
*( |N|&1)M.
Furthermore, by a more elaborated case division on the parameters
together with the fact that dl are integers, one may obtain slightly better
bounds in some cases, but we shall omit it.
Theorem 11. Let S be a (v, k, *)-difference set of order n=m2 in a
group G. Let pb & m. Suppose that there exists a normal subgroup K of G
such that the residue group H=GK is isomorphic to
Zpa _N,
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where ( p, |N| )=1, a1, and p is self-conjugate mod exp(N). Then
*( |K|&1)( pb&1) m.
Proof. Let H=GK=L_N where L$Zpa . Let f and h be natural
projections from G to H and from H to L. Then from Lemma 3, we have
D :=f (S)= pbE+PF,
for some E, F # ZH which have nonnegative coefficients, where P is the
unique subgroup of order p of H. From Lemma 4, we have
h(D)=mg+PF $,
for some g # L, F $ # ZL. So we see
h(D)= pbh(E)+h(PF)=mg+PF $.
Since h(P)=P and all the coefficients of h(E) are nonnegative, we have
pbh(E)=mg+PE$
for some E$ # ZL such that all the coefficients of PE$ are nonnegative. Then
pb_[sum of the coefficients of h(E)]
=m+ p_[sum of the coefficients of E$].
So
sum of the coefficients of h(E)=sum of the coefficients of E
m
pb
.
Counting the coefficient of 1H in DD(&1)=m2+* |K| H, we have
:
d # D
d 2=m2+* |K|p2b
m
pb
+k&m.
Then
*( |K|&1)( pb&1) m.
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